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Jeremy says

Essential truths to free the consciousness.

Ana says

Very good insights, better understanding about life and your surroundings

Joseph Josephson says

I was going through a rough time and was seeing a therapist that would charge me $90.00 a visit. After I
started reading this book my therapist fired me. It was a good firing, she said I didn't need her anymore and
that it was obvious that I had the psychological tools now. I owe it all to this book and I thank Samael, in this
book of Revolutionary Psychology! Samael takes a no-hold-barred kind of straightforwardness that is kind of
harsh for most. I'm glad he does though, because this straight forward approach is definitely what I needed to
make the positive correction in my life. Most books that deal with "self help" tend to pat you on the back and
tell you what a swell person you are, I guess I needed something a bit more honest, to tell me how I really
was. Samael specifically writes against the intellect of his readers, which means you have to read with your
heart. People are used to "modern education" feeding them clear cut outlined and numbered tables to
memorize and follow; for them, this book wont be so easy to comprehend. This book changed my life, it
helped me to see myself in ways I unfortunately hadn't before. It helped me to see and correct my defects so
that I would lessen the harm and suffering caused to myself and others. Right book at the right time. If you
want to deepen your understanding on topics like self observation, mindfulness, meditation, and the True
Self, then this book should not be skipped.

Degady says

Must to read

Andre Piucci says

"Qualquer intento de libertação, por grandioso que este seja, se não tiver em conta a necessidade de dissolver
o ego, está condenado ao fracasso."



Robert Day says

When I was in a 'sex cult' (only for 6 months). Ah, memories! lol

Jhoney Lopes says

This is a Gnose's book that introduce the reader to this spiritual thinking. It's an amazing book for those who
like this kind of reading. What if are we not ONE, but a multiples personas inside of a mind trying to take
control of your really essence? What if you lose the control of your mind some times, would you like to
understand that and more concepts? Maybe this book is for you. Be responsible of everything in your life!

Matthew Richards says

Ahhhh, Samael the non-ejaculator. I can't believe I was gullible enough to buy into this stuff, even when I
was 13. Just to name of few of the crazy cultish things in this book: that the real Illuminati live in Tibet, that
Atlantis was real and their alphabet had 300 consonants, that people have different thoughts that come from
different parts of their bodies (that's not how biology works), that infants cry because their disembodied
negative emotions attack them in the crib, and that people can decapitate those negative emotions with a
giant fiery semen snake that makes its way up your spine and into your brain (that's REALLY not how
biology works.) The surprising part is that this isn't even his craziest book. Most of it is just a rant against
"modern psychologists" (he doesn't even name one) and a bunch of spiritual-bable bullcrap borrowed from a
bunch of different religions with a liberal sprinkling of Jesus. No stars for you!

Eric M Mahan says

Better books on Gnosticism out there.

I liked the book. I will read it again for deeper understanding, but I feel like at times the voice he writes in is
antithetical to the lessons he is trying to teach.


